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Disclaimer
The information contained in this document (“Presentation”) has been prepared by Zephyr Energy plc (the “Company”). The Company is a UK company quoted on AIM, a market operated by London Stock Exchange plc. This
Presentation has not been fully verified and is subject to material updating, revision and further verification and amendment without notice. This Presentation has not been approved by an authorised person in accordance with
Section 21 of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (as amended) (“FSMA”) and therefore it is being provided for information purposes only.
While the information contained herein has been prepared in good faith, neither the Company nor any of its directors, officers, agents, employees or advisers give, have given or have authority to give, any representations or
warranties (express or implied) as to, or in relation to, the accuracy, reliability or completeness of the information in this Presentation, or any revision thereof, or of any other written or oral information made or to be made
available to any interested party or its advisers (all such information being referred to as “Information”) and liability therefore is expressly disclaimed. Accordingly, neither the Company nor any of its directors, officers, agents,
employees or advisers take any responsibility for, or will accept any liability whether direct or indirect, express or implied, contractual, tortious, statutory or otherwise, in respect of, the accuracy or completeness of the
Information or for any of the opinions contained herein or for any errors, omissions or misstatements or for any loss, howsoever arising, from the use of this Presentation.
The views of the Company’s management/directors and/or its partners set out in this document could ultimately prove to be incorrect. No warranty, express or implied, is given by the presentation of these figures here and
investors should place no reliance on the Company’s estimates cited in this document.
This Presentation may contain “forward-looking statements” that involve substantial risks and uncertainties, and actual results and developments may differ materially from those expressed or implied by these statements.
These forward-looking statements are statements regarding the Company’s intentions, beliefs or current expectations concerning, among other things, the Company’s results of operations, performance, financial condition,
prospects, growth, strategies and the industry in which the Company operates. By their nature, forward-looking statements involve risks and uncertainties because they relate to events and depend on circumstances that
may or may not occur in the future. These forward-looking statements speak only as of the date of this Presentation and the Company does not undertake any obligation to publicly release any revisions to these forwardlooking statements to reflect events or circumstances after the date of this Presentation.
This Presentation should not be considered as the giving of investment advice by the Company or any of its directors, officers, agents, employees or advisers. In particular, this Presentation does not constitute or form part of
any offer or invitation to subscribe for or purchase any securities and neither this Presentation nor anything contained herein shall form the basis of any contract or commitment whatsoever. No reliance may be placed for any
purpose whatsoever on the information or opinions contained in these slides or the Presentation or on the completeness, accuracy or fairness thereof. In particular, any estimates or projections or opinions contained herein
necessarily involve significant elements of subjective judgment, analysis and assumptions and each recipient should satisfy itself in relation to such matters.
Neither the issue of this Presentation nor any part of its contents is to be taken as any form of commitment on the part of the Company to proceed with any transaction and the right is reserved to terminate any discussions or
negotiations with any prospective investors. In no circumstances will the Company be responsible for any costs, losses or expenses incurred in connection with any appraisal or investigation of the Company. In furnishing this
Presentation, the Company does not undertake or agree to any obligation to provide the recipient with access to any additional information or to update this Presentation or to correct any inaccuracies in, or omissions from,
this Presentation which may become apparent.
Neither this Presentation nor any copy of it may be (a) taken or transmitted into Australia, Canada, Japan, the Republic of South Africa or the United States of America (each a “Restricted Territory”), their territories or
possessions; (b) distributed to any U.S. person (as defined in Regulation S under the United States Securities Act of 1933 (as amended)) or (c) distributed to any individual outside a Restricted Territory who is a resident thereof
in any such case for the purpose of offer for sale or solicitation or invitation to buy or subscribe any securities or in the context where its distribution may be construed as such offer, solicitation or invitation, in any such case
except in compliance with any applicable exemption. The distribution of this document in or to persons subject to other jurisdictions may be restricted by law and persons into whose possession this document comes should
inform themselves about, and observe, any such restrictions. Any failure to comply with these restrictions may constitute a violation of the laws of the relevant jurisdiction.

Zephyr Energy plc
Introduction
• Zephyr Energy plc (AIM: ZPHR) is an oil and gas
company 100% focused on responsible resource
development in the Rocky Mountain region of the
United States
• Currently developing a significant appraisal asset
in the Paradox Basin, Utah
• Also evaluating select regional acquisitions at
distressed prices
• Mission & core values:
• Responsible stewards of our investors’ capital
• Responsible stewards of the environment in
which we work
• Board and affiliates have purchased 20%+ of ZPHR –
over $1.6 million invested to date

ZPHR:
Corporate Position

• 10 February closing share price: 2.15p
• Market cap: GBP 15 million
• No debt
• Board ownership: 20%+
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• ZPHR leases over 25,000 acres in the
Paradox Basin, Utah

Zephyr’s
Paradox
Asset:
History &
Opportunity

• Unlike most of the active U.S. basins,
the Paradox is a natural fracture play:
• Does not utilise artificial fracking
• Significant potential improvement
to well economics via reduced
completion costs

Paradox wells that successfully
intersect natural fractures are
prolific, high rate and have
substantial ultimate oil recoveries
However, past drilling results
have been mixed due to lack of
geologic understanding and
older technologies available at
the time.

• Recent step changes in technology
can improve the Paradox success
rates:
• Move from 2D to 3D seismic
• Introduction of sophisticated
horizontal drilling
• Improvements in directional
drilling capabilities
• These technology improvements
have not been significantly tested in
the northern Paradox Basin
• ZPHR owns the most recent
Paradox high resolution 3D
seismic data – much improved
data from which to predict
natural fractures
• We have also secured
extensive log and core data
• Primary productive zone is the Cane
Creek reservoir, although there are
multiple other potential reservoir
targets

The Paradox is a proven basin characterised by a
longstanding exploration and production history.

Northern Paradox Basin
Production History

The basin was overlooked in recent years during the US
onshore fracking boom.

Intrepid O&G
3D

•

10mmboe produced to date (mostly from the Cane Creek Field
and reservoir)

•

High-rate wells are a characteristic of the play (IP>500bopd) –
but with success rates of 50-60%

•

Early Cane Creek 3D seismic acquired in 2001 and 2011 unable
to resolve Cane Creek and layered salts
•

Cane Creek 12-1
(Horizontal)

Kane Springs 1-27
(700’ Horizontal)

ZPHR 3D seismic – 2017 vintage – able to resolve both.

•

Concerted field development efforts at Cane Creek from 2012
integrated older 3D data and early horizontal drilling
technologies

•

Peak production >5,000 bopd in 2014

Fidelity EPC
3D

Long Canyon 1
(Vertical)

Federal 28-11
(Vertical)

• 25,000 acres is a mix of contiguous federal and state leases

Zephyr’s Paradox
Basin Position

• 3D Seismic across entire position
• Brand new core and log data
• Good access to existing infrastructures, roads and pads
• Biden administration has halted the issue of any new federal leases,
making existing active lease positions – especially large contiguous ones
like ours – exceedingly difficult to replicate.

Based on the 2018 Competent Persons Report by Gaffney Cline & Associates, ZPHR’s Paradox acreage is estimated to hold
net 2C Contingent recoverable resources of over 12 million barrels of oil equivalent in the Cane Creek reservoir alone.
Multiple additional reservoirs have the potential for additional upside.

Assumptions

• Base case well count: 30 (+8 dry holes)
• 2C Valuation includes dry hole cost

Feb. 2021
ZPHR
Paradox
Project
Valuation

• $5.5M gross well capex
• $7.0M additional gross development capex
$55 flat oil case
Oil:$55/bo flat (minus $7/bo differential)

Gas: $2.5/mscf (minus $1.75 differential)
NPV 10: $120M
$60 flat oil case
Oil:$60/bo flat (minus $7/bo differential)

Gas: $2.5/mscf (minus $1.75 differential)
NPV 10: $148M

NPV estimates for the Cane Creek Reservoir alone
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DOE/EGI Grant Funding
On October 5, 2020, Zephyr secured $2 million of nondilutive grant funding from the U.S. government to drill
the State 16-2 ”dual use” well on ZPHR’s leaseholding:
• The primary objective was to acquire a
comprehensive data set across the Cane Creek
reservoir:
• Logs and continuous core.
• Data acquired will serve to inform and de-risk
future drilling efforts.
• The secondary objective was to facilitate re-use by
using the vertical wellbore as a sidetrack host for
future drilling of a horizontal appraisal lateral:
• Re-use significantly reduces future drilling costs,
from an estimated $6 million to $3 million.
• Required a ZPHR co-investment of up to $1 million.

Well planned &
permitted in under
three months
The grant funding enabled us to take significant capital risk off the table, break drilling
operations into two stages, and accelerate long awaited development of our land
position.
We immediately assembled a highly experienced team, drawn from former employees
of Fidelity Exploration & Production (the most active historical driller of Paradox Basin
wells).
We elected to utilise an existing pad, with existing roads & infrastructure, in an effort to
minimise environmental disruption.
Detailed well plan commenced immediately.
Existing pad, reutilized for additional drilling
Photo courtesy of Michael Vanden Berg, UtGS

Road & Site preparation completed: Nov. 25th
All permits & approvals received: December 2nd

RIG CONTRACT
SIGNED:
Dec 3rd

WELL
SPUDDED:
Dec 18TH

State 16-2

From Spud to TD in 19 days
• Safe and successful drilling operation
• Total depth ("TD") of 9,745 feet reached in less than
19 days, a record performance versus historical
drilling in the northern part of the Paradox Basin.
• 113 feet of continuous core secured from the Cane
Creek reservoir - an increase over the goal of 90
feet.
• 31 sidewall cores secured from 11 overlying
secondary reservoirs, an increase over the initial goal
of 20 cores from 7 overlying reservoirs.
• Open hole logs were run across the bulk of the
Paradox Formation, and these logs are being
integrated with existing log data from the
neighbouring State 16-42 well co-located on the
same pad.
• Initial indications suggest the presence of
hydrocarbons in multiple reservoir intervals.

9 5/8”

Oil bearing
clastic zones

Target fold

Base of State 16-2 Cane Creek Core Barrel

CURRENT STATUS
• The State 16-2 well is now
safely plugged at 6,437 feet –
readily available for use as a
sidetrack host
• Rig has been released
• 100% of federal funding has
been received ($2 million total)
• Photo is of the pad pre-drill –
post-drilling condition should be
largely similar apart from
additional surface equipment.
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Initial Observations
• Substantial drilling gas shows were observed across 5 of the reservoirs, including the prime target Cane
Creek reservoir.
• Robust drilling gas shows were observed across a further 10 reservoir targets
• Drilling gas shows are evidence of hydrocarbon charge, not whether oil or gas. Oil is our target and has been
the historical producer in this Basin
• Log analysis suggests hydrocarbon saturation across the bulk of these reservoirs.
• Draft analysis shows similar reservoirs to offset wells, including the nearby producing Federal 28-11 well and a
vertical well from the producing Cane Creek Field, which were also cored in the Cane Creek reservoir.
• Results are consistent with offset wells and suggest the presence of a hydrocarbon-filled reservoir matrix and high
Total Organic Carbon ("TOC") source rock intervals.
• Compelling evidence of the presence of stacked continuous oil and gas plays - plays which could potentially be
drained should viable natural fracture networks be identified (as has been demonstrated elsewhere in the Cane
Creek Field) or should artificial hydraulic stimulation completion techniques be applied successfully.
• Further evaluation is underway to calibrate the log data to the core data, in order to evaluate which of the additional
zones have the volumetric potential to act as viable reservoir targets, and to determine whether hydraulic stimulation
can act as a viable reservoir drainage strategy.

Additional
Observations
1. Cane Creek reservoir appears to be continuous oil/gas play
from Cane Creek Field (south of our location) all the way up
to our acreage and beyond
• Hydrocarbon saturation common to all wells
2. Apparent similar matrix at CCU 26-3 and State 16-2 cores
3. Productive laterals north and south of CCU26-3 (from natural
fractures not encountered in the vertical well)
4. Productive vertical well at Federal 28-11 (<4km from State
16-2) from similar structures to be targeted by State 16-2LNCC
• Similar matrix State 16-42, Federal 28-11 and CCU 26-3

State 16-2 Cane Creek
Core Photos

A Continuous
Oil/Gas Play
Key considerations:
• The Cane Creek reservoir
displays very similar log
responses at a wide range
of reservoir depths across
the northern Paradox Basin
• Oil and gas production from
Federal 28-11, 480’ above
the State 16-2 location
• Oil and gas saturated from
the petrophysical
interpretation at State 1642, 70’ below the State 162 well
• Interpretation: continuous
oil/gas play
Cane Creek Reservoir

Structural Correlation

CC 26-3H
Oil: 0.47mmbo
Gas:0.27 BCF
1 mile lateral

Cored Well

CC 26-2
Oil: 0.28mmbo
Gas:0.2BCF
1700’ lateral

Productive
lateral

Productive
lateral

ANALOGUE FROM THE CANE CREEK FIELD
• CCU 26-3 was drilled as a vertical post hole (much like State 162) and whole core was acquired
• Two productive laterals were also then drilled to the WNW and
SSE
• 750,000 barrels of oil produced to date and still on production
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Detailed core data to come
• Sidewall cores (31 samples from 11 overlying reservoirs above the Cane Creek) are currently
being processed
• Work being conducted at a lab in Houston TX
• The sidewall cores, once cleaned and analysed, will help quantify any upside from the
additional potentially productive reservoirs above the Cane Creek
• ZPHR already has a plethora of data from the Cane Creek reservoir, from historical
production data to the favorable log responses and excellent quality 3D seismic
• Additional core analysis will help to show HOW to develop the Cane Creek – rather than
WHETHER to develop the Cane Creek
• A lateral to prove commercial productivity will be a major next step to development

Preparations to drill the State 16-2LNCC
Detailed planning for the lateral
is underway

Same operations team under contract
Application for drilling permit submitted
Draft AFE complete

Enough favorable indications to launch/ continue preparations
while additional core data is processed and evaluated
Additional factors – economic boost from increase in oil price
and decrease in overall capex due to the grant funding

16-2LN-CC
Single Well
Economics
• Side-track of existing State 16-2 dual use well
• Economics include non-op partner 25%
capex carry (after which carry obligations are
fulfilled)
• $3.5mm gross remaining capex to production
• Illustrates the benefit of re-using the State 162 wellbore
• Initial gross oil production forecast of 780
barrels of oil per day
• Estimated Ultimate Recovery of 550,000
barrels of oil and 1.8 billion cubic feet of gas
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Assumptions

• Base case well count: 30 (+8 dry holes)
• 2C Valuation includes dry hole cost

Feb. 2021
ZPHR
Paradox
Project
Valuation

• $5.5M gross well capex
• $7.0M additional gross development capex
$55 flat oil case
Oil:$55/bo flat (minus $7/bo differential)

Gas: $2.5/mscf (minus $1.75 differential)
NPV 10: $120M
$60 flat oil case
Oil:$60/bo flat (minus $7/bo differential)

Gas: $2.5/mscf (minus $1.75 differential)
NPV 10: $148M

NPV estimates for the Cane Creek Reservoir alone

Project 2C estimate is 6x the current market cap
Upside from additional reservoirs not included
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Upside from Additional Reservoirs

Zephyr Energy plc:
One final data point
•

As a result of historic U.S. investments, Zephyr has a U.S. tax
loss asset of approximately $16 million – this value is not
factored into our current market cap as there is no current
income to shelter

•

Our team has significant experience executing acquisitions, and
we believe the U.S. market currently holds attractive
acquisitions of production and near-term development
opportunities
• Synergies with tax loss asset could be highly beneficial

•

Any potential acquisitions would have to meet our stringent
criteria, be located in our general area of focus, and ideally
provide a stable cash flow base to fund and complement the
high-upside Paradox appraisal project

Zephyr Energy plc

Summary & what to expect next
▪

Zephyr’s team is working diligently to finish the evaluation of a significant amount of core and log data
▪ This additional information should help quantify any upside from the additional potentially productive reservoirs
above the Cane Creek
▪ It will also help inform how best to target the natural fractures evident in our Cane Creek reservoir

▪

In parallel, we are moving full speed ahead with preparations to drill the lateral horizontal sidetrack well
▪ Drilling could be as soon as the end of H1 2021
▪ Funding and partner conversations underway

▪

We will continue to evaluate potential acquisitions and ways to mazimise the value of our tax loss asset

▪

We will always work to fulfill our core mission:
▪ To be responsible stewards of capital and responsible with our environmental footprint
▪ Our capital (at 20% of shares outstanding) is alongside yours – our value drivers are fully aligned with our
Shareholders

THANK YOU
FOR YOUR TIME
Colin Harrington
CEO
colin.harrington@zephyrplc.com

